












 

Large Udderly Quiet™ Class A™ Acoustic Foam Kit (Gray)  

Udderly Quiet™ Class A™ Anechoic Acoustic Foam 1.5″ Gray  

Our Udderly Quiet™ Class A™ Acoustic Foam Kits offer the same great acoustic performance as our 

other acoustic foam kits, however they have a Class A™ flammability rating. The components were hand 

selected by our experienced staff with three goals in mind: first, to put together a acoustic foam package 

that would address the acoustically complex studio recording environment, second, to make the 

acoustic foam kits affordable for any studio recording junkie, no matter what their budget and third, 

build a acoustic foam kit that would pass the most strict flammability guidelines. The products in our kits 

are professional grade, flame resistant acoustic foams. These kits are perfect for those who are 

concerned with public safety and expect exceptional acoustic performance.   

 

  

*  

Udderly Quiet™ Class A™ Anechoic Acoustic Foam is made from flame resistant, acoustic foam. Choose 

this acoustic foam product for applications or buildings that require a Class A™ rating for exposed 

materials. Class A™ Anechoic Acoustic Foam is perfect for areas that have high temperatures or where 

sparks may fly. Our Class A™ foams are made with open celled, acoustic melamine. This product was 

specially created to give excellent noise absorption qualities, while offering something else other foams 

can’t …a Class A™ flammability rating. Environments where large numbers of people congregate 

demand Class A™ products rather than flammable polyurethane foams. Class A™ Anechoic Acoustic 

Foam reduces echo within any environment, and it’s double convoluted texture adds architectural 

interest. 



Specifications   

Weight 15 lbs 

Dimensions 2 ft. x 4 ft. 

Thickness 1.5 in. 

Coverage 96 sqft. (8 sqft./sheet) 

Quantity Case of 12 

Color Gray 

Fire Rating Class A 

Availability Usually ships in 7-14 business days 

 

Specifications   

Weight 66 lbs 

Color Gray 

Fire Rating Class A™ 

Availability Usually ships in 10-14 business days 

 


